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Energy Capital is the policy and delivery body for energy in the West 
Midlands
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• Responsible to the Mayor through the 
Energy Capital Board

• Public-private partnership
• Energy core to our local industrial strategy
• £8bn p.a. spent on energy services
• 50,000 jobs
• 4 million people
• 2 million homes
• 200,000 homes in energy poverty
• 215,000 new build
• ~27M t CO2 p.a.
• Significant investment programmes
• Centre of UK energy industry



Powerful partnerships and innovation will be the heart of our success
We are a very broad partnership



Energy governance in the UK has become highly and inappropriately 
centralised: this is inefficient in an increasingly distributed world

• National market framework and regulator (OFGEM)
• National transmission

• Regional distribution

• Separate from generation and retail

• Local and municipal authorities have virtually no statutory powers or 
responsibilities for energy
• Very limited capacity and competence

• Ad hoc approach to building capability

• Devolution has been an opportunity to address this and establish a 
regional governance structure which is fit for the future 
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The argument for local leadership in the energy sector has never been 
stronger – so local authorities matter to the energy sector

• The economics of energy increasingly local, sensitive to geography

• Integration is key – transport, construction, digital, health, 
environment

• Customer engagement matters, especially for demand-side activities

• Building new markets and economic success requires appropriate 
regulation, infrastructure and culture

• Local authorities are best placed to deliver these things cost effectively
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Getting the right scale and scope is (unnecessarily) challenging in 
England

• Political units are small and weak

• Energy infrastructure monopolies have different boundaries

• Central government takes every opportunity to create new 
boundaries unrelated to existing entities or natural economic units

• Global investors and private companies don’t have to invest in 
England. Other countries make this a lot easier.  
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Some numbers speak for themselves
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Devolution is an opportunity to build appropriate new institutions 
with long-term powers

• We have a complex local political context, and the development of 
our energy activities reflects this 
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Energy powers 
sought 
through 
devolution 
deal

Devolution 
agreed for 
West Midlands

Mayor elected EIZ 
Commission 
report
Ministerial 
engagement
Local political 
engagement

Legal 
framework for 
EIZs 

Five pilot EIZs 
in 
development

2020

Large scale EIZ 
activity begins



EIZs are geographically-bounded zones encouraging energy systems 
investment and innovation at commercial scale to meet local needs

• Local governance 
• addressing local needs while delivering regional and national competitive advantage 

by deploying emerging technologies and business models

• Commercial scale, open and competitive
• Beyond demonstrator and traditional (closed) UK innovation funding models 

• Specialist risk vehicles where necessary

• Dedicated and focused resource

• Potential regulatory flexes and value capture mechanisms

• Potential risk funding (investment ahead of demand)

• Targeting £500M additional investment across the region 
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Local Authority-led Energy Innovation Zones

Academic and 
corporate 

partnerships WMCA 
Supporting 

Resources and 
Powers

Region-wide 
joint 

programmes
(e.g., fuel 
poverty)

National 
programmes

(e.g., 
transmission 

infrastructure) 

EIZs are one of three elements in our regional energy strategy



Hydrogen and 
ending fuel poverty

Energy services and 
future transport 

Smart infrastructure

Grid constraints and 
energy costs

Energy efficient, 
sustainable housing

We have five pilot EIZS



EIZs create a fertile context for investment, environmental and social 
development
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Engaged stakeholders
Clarity of customer needs

Large scale investment

Regulatory flexes
Innovation cluster

Supply chain opportunities

Economic
Social

Environmental
benefits



More information

Matthew Rhodes matthew.rhodes@camirus.co.uk

Linda Forbes linda.forbes@wmca.org.uk

WMCA
16 Summer Lane
Birmingham 
West Midlands
B19 3SD

www.energycapital.org.uk
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